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MODERN WATCH WINDER REDEFINED
JUVO® solves a simple problem for the typical 
ardent watch collector. Currently the choice is 
limited to either elaborate high-end winders, 
or inexpensive boxy, noisy, utilitarian winders 
which are best left hidden away. JUVO® winder 
offers contemporary design, simple controls, 
and protection for your luxury watches, at an 
affordable price.

JUVO’s® design inspiration comes from vintage 
Hi-Fi stereo amplifiers – high quality wood case, 
chrome control knobs and plates, and radiant 
fluorescent lights. The fluorescent lights are 
replicated with the use of Chips on Board (COB) 
optics, which enables watches to instantly 
become the center of attention at just the flick 
of a switch.

JUVO® Winder Features

Case Construction
The JUVO® case is hand-made with fine materials comprising 
of high gloss wood panel, a patented aluminum extrusion 
design, and a glass plate with high gloss finish.
Protection
The heavy-duty glass cover protects the watches from falling 
out, and from excessive dust accumulating on the watches.  
The glass cover also comes with a lock and two keys to 
keep the watches secure (available on A3, A4, A6, and A8 
winders).
COB Lights
The Chips On Board lights are being used in the winder for 
the first time.  They enhance the focus on the watches like 
fluorescent lights of VU meters did in the vintage receivers.  
The COB light can be adjusted to three intensities depending 
on your liking.
Controls
JUVO® design offers simple control knobs to independently 
control the direction and turns-per-day settings for each 
watch.  The inspiration for chrome accented control knobs 
came from the various control knobs on a vintage receiver.



4 AA batteries



JUVO® A1

• Made from high gloss wood panel with a patented 
aluminum extrusion design, and front glass cover to 
protect the watch.

• The winder can operate on either AC power or with 4 AA 
batteries, which provide normal operation up to 30 days.

• Designed with multiple rotation sequences which keeps 
your watch working accurately and prevents any over 
winding.

• JUVO® watch winder is suitable for all automatic 
wristwatches, and has a reliable Japanese motor with 
quiet operation.

• There are four rotation options with Turns-Per-Day 
rates of 650-900-1200-1500 TPD, and three directions 

(Clockwise, Counter-Clockwise, Bi-Directional).

• Comes with a durable watch cushion which offers the 
perfect grip to accommodate small-to-oversize watches, 
as well as other accessories such as a microfiber cloth,  
a pair of white gloves, and an instructions manual.

• JUVO® watch winder is guaranteed for 2 years, from the 
date of purchase, against any manufacturing defect.

The JUVO® A1 automatic watch winder features a contemporary modern design, and is compact 
enough to hold your luxury watch in a small safe while keeping it fully wound for accurate time.

FEATURES

COLOR: Black
DIMENSIONS: 5.5” L x 5.66” W x 6.5” H
POWER ADAPTER: 110/240V AC power adapter
ACCESSORIES: Microfiber cloth, white gloves, 
 and instruction manual





JUVO® Series A

• Made from high gloss wood panel with a patented 
aluminum extrusion design, and comes with a glass cover 
and lock to protect your watches.

• First ever use of COB (Chips On Board) lights to provide 
soothing ambient lighting.  Light switch to control the 
intensity or turn off for complete darkness.

• Designed with multiple rotation sequences which keeps 
your watch working accurately and prevents any over 
winding.

• JUVO® watch winder is suitable for all automatic 
wristwatches, and has a reliable Japanese motor with 
quiet operation.

• The winding units function independently in rotation 
and direction setting. There are four rotation options 
with Turns-Per-Day rates of 650-900-1200-1500 TPD, 
and three directions (Clockwise, Counter-Clockwise,  
Bi-Directional).

• Comes with a durable watch cushion which offers the 
perfect grip to accommodate small-to-oversize watches, 
as well as other accessories such as a microfiber cloth,  
a pair of white gloves, and an instructions manual.

• JUVO® watch winder is guaranteed for 2 years, from the 
date of purchase, against any manufacturing defect.

The JUVO® A Series automatic watch winder features a contemporary modern design to hold 
your luxury watches, and keep them fully wound for accurate time.

FEATURES

A3 DIMENSIONS: 7.1” L x 9” W x 16.3” H
A4 DIMENSIONS: 7.9” L x 7.9” W x 20.5” H
A6 DIMENSIONS: 12.6” L x 7.9” W x 16.8” H
A8 DIMENSIONS: 11.9” L x 6.9” W x 20.6” H
COLOR: Black
POWER ADAPTER: 110/240V AC power adapter
ACCESSORIES: Microfiber cloth, white gloves, 
 and instruction manual





JUVO® Limited Edition Watch Box

JUVO has collaborated on the launch of our limited-edition 
watch boxes with Dutch artist, Teun van Heerebeek, famous 
for watch illustrations. Teun, who launched his website 
Watches and Pencils in 2017, states “For me Watches and 
Pencils is an ideal stage to display things that are of interest 
among us watch nerds. Through my illustrations, I can bring 
certain things to one’s attention and discuss these in a 
more creative way. Sometimes there is a clear message or 
question, while other times the illustration is just a tribute to 
an iconic watch.”

The Red Baron limited edition watch box also has a piano 
white lacquer finish, but with the illustration of a propeller 
plane with a Pilots watch dial over the cockpit.  The dial 
in the illustration highlights distinctive features of the pilots 
watch with the white triangle at 12’o clock, easy-to-read 
hour numbers and minute markers, and steel blue hands 
with white luminous coating.  It is a tribute to iconic pilot 
watch brands like IWC and STOWA.

The Desk Diver limited edition watch box has a piano white 
lacquer finish with the illustration of a man sitting at his desk 
in a diving suit. Desk Diver is a lighthearted jargon used 
by watch enthusiasts for mostly wearing divers watches 
for everyday office wear. We wear our Rolex Sea-Dweller, 
capable of going 1,200 meters under water, to our mundane 
desk jobs, and proudly share the tales of scars we put on 
the case by accidently hitting the side of the desk.

JUVO Watch Box is also available in contemporary Macassar 
wood finish.

JUVO WATCH BOX FEATURES
•The JUVO watch box has a piano white lacquer 
finish.
•Holds 10 watches
•Holds Indented tab on right side for ease of 
opening the box
•Secured by lock & key (A spare key is included)
•Dimensions in inches: 13.5” wide, 3.1” high, 9” 
deep
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